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1 Introduction

This paper attempts to tackle two fundamental challenges that anyone using network science to analyze
real-world data faces:

1. You must identify the contagion and how to trace it

2. You do not see the network over which the contagion occurs, but only the times each node is infected

In practice, the second issue is more pressing.
To make this more tangible, consider the spread of a disease like Ebola [Figure 1]. What we know is who

got infected and when they first displayed symptoms. But what we really want is a network of the population,
through which we can identify how Ebola spreads. In particular, we want to know who infects whom. Then
we could more effectively target specific people to help contain the virus.

The general premise of the paper is to take many distinct cascades on the same network, and infer the
underlying network from the infection times in each cascade [Figure 2].

2 Setting Up the Problem

Assume we have a hidden, directed network G∗, over which contagions propagate leaving a trace (u, v, tv)c.
This triple means that in cascade c, node u infects node v at time tv. But of course, we do not know which
node infects v. So the data available is simply a tuple: (v, tv)c. Each cascade leaves a trace tc = [t1, . . . , tn],
where ti is the time that node i is infected in the cascade. If node i is not infected, then we say t=∞.

The authors consider cascades that propagate via a mechanism similar to the Independent Cascade model.
Each node v is infected by at most one neighbor node u. This means that each cascade has a tree structure
in the network, which will simplify the problem later on. Contagion occurs in two steps:

1. Infection: once infected, a node u can infect each of its uninfected neighbors w with small probability β

2. Incubation Period: if w is infected, it will be able to infect its uninfected neighbors after some incubation
period

The authors define the probability of observing cascade c spread from u to v as Pc(u, v). Before diving
further, let’s build some intuition for this quantity. If tu > tv, then what is Pc(u, v)? Clearly it must be 0,
since a node cannot infect another node before itself is infected. So we are interested in cases where tu < tv.
It seems intuitive to assume that Pc(u, v) decreases as the time between infections increases.

Let’s define the transmission probability Pc(u, v) now, using the parameters ∆u,v = tv − tu and α (the
incubation time model parameter). We can posit two simple models for incubation time:

1. Exponential:

Pc(u, v) = Pc(∆u,v) ∝ e−
∆u,v
α
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(a) What We Know

(b) What We Want

Figure 1: Overview of the Problem

Figure 2: Multiple Cascades on the Same Network
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2. Power Law:
Pc(u, v) = Pc(∆u,v) ∝ (∆u,v)

−α

The authors find that both models yield similar results.
Now we want to define the likelihood of observing a cascade c on a given tree T . Take the tree

T (VT , ET ) ⊆ G(V,E) and define the probability P (c|T ):

P (c|T ) =
∏

(u,v)∈ET

βPc(u, v)
∏

u∈Vt,(u,x)∈E\ET

(1− β) (1)

Note that for a given cascade we have a fixed vertex set VT and so we can simplify this equation. First, define
the constants q = |ET | = |VT − 1| and r =

∑
u∈VT dout(u)− q. Using these, we get

P (c|T ) = βq(1− β)r
∏

(u,v)∈ET

Pc(u, v) (2)

This equation only depends on the edge set ET now.
To generate the likelihood of a cascade on a graph G we need to consider Tc(G), the set of all directed

connected spanning trees on G induced by the nodes in cascade c. Through the law of conditional probability
we obtain

P (c|G) =
∑

T∈Tc(G)

P (c|T )P (T |G) (3)

It makes sense here to assume that all trees are equally likely: P (T |G) = (|Tc(G)|)−1. This yields

P (c|G) ∝
∑

T∈Tc(G)

P (c|T ) (4)

Now it is simple to extend this to consider all observed cascades. Just need to take the product of the
likelihood of each cascade occurring in the network.

P (C|G) =
∏
c∈C

P (c|G) (5)

At this point we can finally define the Diffusion Network Inference Problem (referred to in the paper as
Problem 1): Find the network Ĝ such that:

Ĝ = argmax
|G|≤k

P (C|G) (6)

This problem is, unfortunately, intractable. The number of spanning trees can be superexponential in the
size of G, but we can calculate the sum over these in polynomial time using Kirchhoff’s matrix tree theorem.
Even with this result, computation is too slow since we need to analyze very large networks. Furthermore,
there are a superexponential number of graphs to consider. So we need to simplify this problem to be able to
compute an approximate solution.

3 Relaxation and Algorithm

The goal of this section is to relax the previous untractable problem. Ultimately we will obtain a monotone
submodular maximization problem for which we know that the greedy heuristic gives a (1− 1

e ) approximation
ratio. This relaxation will happen in two steps:

• introducing the notion of ε-edges so that the probability of transmission between two nodes is always
positive (this makes the problem easier to manipulate).

• using the most likely spanning tree to explain each cascade. This will naturally need to a maximum
weight spanning tree problem which is submodular.
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3.1 ε-edges

We first note that in Equation (6), the probability of observing a cascade given a graph G can be zero if
there are not enough edges in G to compute a spanning tree consistent with the observed cascade. Since
ultimately our goal is to take the log of the likelihood function (sums are easier to deal with than products in
optimization problems), we introduce ε-edges to make these probabilities always positive.

Formally, for any edge (u, v) which is not in the edge set of G, we say that the probability of transmission
from u to v is:

P ′c(u, v) = εPc(tv − tu)

we are essentially completing the graph G with these ε-edges.
Choosing a small ε, the probability of a cascade propagating along ε-edges will be small: we are still

favoring edges in the graph G we want to infer. Another interpretation of the ε-edges is to say that the
observed cascade can propagate utside of the graph (using external sources of information for example).
Hence our model should allow infected nodes to spawn spontaneously even when they are not connected to
an already infected node in G.

The probability of observing a cascade c given a tree T now becomes:

P (c|T ) = (1− β)s(1− ε)s
′ ∏
(u,v)∈E(T )

P ′c(u, v)

where s = |G \E(T )| is the number of edges in G which are not in T , s′ = n2 − |E(T ) G| is the number of
ε-edges which are not in T , and:

P ′c(u, v) =

{
ββPc(tv − tu) if (u, v) ∈ E(G)

εPc(tv − tu) otherwise

Now, the authors claim that since s� s′ (cascades are small) and β � ε (propagation along ε-edges is
unlikely), (1− β)s(1− ε)s′ ' (1− ε)s+s′ . The justification of this approximation is questionable, but it does
not seem to harm the results in the end. The advantage of this approximation is that s+ s′ is now constant
for a given cascade c (all spanning trees have the same number of edges), hence we can ignore this constant
multiplicative factor in the optimization, leading to the following optimization problem (after taking the log):

argmax
|G|≤k

∑
c∈C

log

 ∑
T∈Tc(G)

∏
(u,v)∈E(T )

P ′c(u, v)

 (7)

3.2 Maximum weight spanning tree

The next approximation to further simplify the problem consists in replacing the sum over all spanning trees
in Equation (7) by the maximum elements of this sum. This leads to the following problem:

argmax
|G|≤k

∑
c∈C

max
T∈Tc(G)

∑
(u,v)∈E(T )

wu,v (8)

where wu,v = logP ′c(u, v) is a weight on the edge (u, v) which only depends on our propagation model.
Again, this approximation (replacing the sum by the max) is questionable. The authors claim to have

conducted extensive experiments to show that the most likely spanning tree largely dominates the sum.
Unfortunately, these experiments are not shown to the reader.

The nice thing about this approximation is that internal max is an instance of the maximum weight
spanning tree problem: in this problem there are weights on the graph edges, the goal is to find a tree such
that the sum of the weights of the selected edges is maximal. The following two observations make the
computation of the maximum weight spanning tree very easy:
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• the graph G is a directed acyclic graph (DAG): indeed, in our propagation model, there is an edge from
u to v if and only if tu < tv. Let us assume by contradiction that there is a cycle u1, . . . , ur. Then
tu1

< . . . < tur < tu1
, a contradiction.

• computing the maximum weight spanning tree in a DAG is easy: the only constraint we need to enforce
is that each vertex has only one parent. A maximum weight spanning tree can be computed by simply
choosing for each vertex v, the parent maximizing wu,v among all possible parents u.

3.3 Submodularity and algorithm

Finally, we note that the problem (8) is a monotone submodular maximization problem. This follows from
the following lemma.

Lemma. Let us denote by Fc(G) the function:

Fc(G) = max
T∈Tc(G)

∑
(u,v)∈E(T )

wu,v

then Fc(G) is monotone submodular1.

Proof sketch. Let us consider two graphs G and G′ such that G ⊆ G′, and an edge e not in the edge set of
G′. Adding e to both G′ and G can only help finding a higher-weighted spanning tree in both G and G′.

Furthermore, recall that the maximum spanning tree is computed by selecting for each vertex a parent
maximizing the weight of the edge from this parent to the vertex. If adding e = (u, v) to G′ yields a
higher-weighted spanning tree, it means that we are going to select e in the maximum spanning tree of
G′ ∪{e}. But then, we should also select e in the maximum spanning tree of G∪{e}. By doing so, the weight
increment will be higher in G (since the maximum weight parent of u in G necessarily had a smaller weight
than the maximum weight parent of u in G′).

The lemma directly implies the submodularity of problem (8) since the objective function is simply the
sum of Fc(G) for c in C. A sum of submodular functions is obviously submodular.

This leads to the NetInf algorithm for network inference.

Algorithm 1 NetInf

1: G← ∅ . (all edges are ε-edges)
2: compute mst(c) for all c
3: while |G| ≤ k do
4: for e /∈ E(G) do
5: compute Fc(G ∪ {e})− Fc(G) for all c
6: end for
7: G← G ∪ arg maxe

∑
c∈C Fc(G ∪ {e})− Fc(G)

8: update mst(c) for all c . (add e if it improves the weight)
9: end while

In this algorithm we assume that we have access to an algorithm to compute mst(c): the maximum
weight spanning tree with spans all the vertices in c. We explained how to compute such a spanning tree in
the previous section.

We note that this algorithm is a simple application of the standard greedy algorithm for monotone
submodular maximization. Hence the NetInf algorithm will produce a solution whose value is at least
(1− 1

e ) ' 63% of the optimal value.

1Here, we are considering graphs on a fixed vertex set. Hence monotonicity must be understood in terms of the edge set of
the variable graph G.
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Figure 3: Precision-recall for NetInf and the baseline

4 Results

The authors tested their algorithm on both synthetic data and real-life data. We found the real-life experiments
more convincing and briefly mention their experimental setup and main results.

Network. The authors extracted the top 500 interconnected websites from a collection of approximately
one million information source (blogs and news websites). The ground truth network is not known in this
case, but the authors inferred it by assuming that their is an edge between two websites when their exists a
link from one website to the other. This gives a graph with 500 nodes and 4000 edges.

Cascades. The authors use two independent datasets of cascades on the network described above:

• hyperlink cascades: a cascade starts with an original article posted on a website. The cascade then
consists of websites for which there is a chain of hyperlinks linking them back to the original article.
Since articles are timestamped, we say that a website is infected at the time it posts an article containing
an hyperlink chaining it to the original article.

• memes: the content of the articles are analyzed with NLP methods to extract short phrases which were
mentioned in at least 10 different websites (memes). After some clustering to group together variants of
the same phrase, the top 5000 most mentioned phrases are extracted. The set of all websites which
mentioned a given phrase then constitute a cascade.

Baseline. The authors compare the performance of the NetInf algorithm to the following baseline: for a
given k, simply select a set S of k edges maximizing∑

(u,v)∈S

Pc(u, v)

This baseline completely ignore the graph or the cascade structure and treat each edge independently.
The performance of NetInf compared to the baseline can be found in Figure 3.

5 Discussion and open questions

Here are some blind spots in the paper that could have been covered better:
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• the probabilistic model uses several parameters, α, β, ε, but it is not clear what the optimal values for
these parameters are. In particular, it is not obvious why β should be constant while α can vary for
each edge. Furthermore, the precision-recall trade-off is controlled via the parameter k (the number of
edges in the inferred graph), but little is said about how to choose it.

• the optimization problem Equation (6) is discarded by the authors as being too complicated to solve (the
solution space is exponentially large). But it seems that it has a well-defined combinatorial structure
which could be exploited to design an algorithm. Being able to solve this problem directly, without
having to rely on a relaxation would be interesting.

• the relaxation consisting in approximating the sum over all spanning trees by the most likely spanning
tree is not properly justified by the authors. We would like to see at least some experiments showing
that it is a reasonable approximation.

• the experiments on real-world data were unsupervised in the sense that the authors did not have access
to the ground truth. It would be interesting to have experiments where the performance can be properly
assessed with the “true” ground truth.

• we would like to see the impact of the number of cascades on the prediction quality: how many cascades
are required to properly infer a network?

6 Areas For Future Work

We think there a few questions that future work should consider to improve the model and its applicability.

• How much could you improve the model by incorporating more information about nodes onto the
equation for Pc(u, v)? Right now the transmission model only considers the time that each node is
infected to estimate the probability of propagation along an edge. But it may be possible to incorporate
more information to improve the accuracy of this model. If measuring cascades in a population, for
example, we could use demographic information to estimate how likely two individuals are to interact.
This method would make the model more accurate overall, and probably would allow us to obtain
accurate results using fewer cascades. This is particularly useful for real world applications, where there
are often not many cascades that we can use (in contrast to the Internet, where there are many).

• How well would this model work if we allow networks to be dynamic? Static networks are a reasonable
assumption and greatly simplify the model, but we also that real networks change over time. Perhaps
the model could be altered to infer when edges appear or disappear.

7 Final Takeaways

Ultimately we think this is an exciting result for network science, as it will help researchers study networks in
many real-world contexts where there is no pre-defined truth network. This results and similar work will
allow for network approaches to analyze new domains.
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